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C
ore/shell structures have become
ubiquitous in the field of colloidal
quantum dots (QDs). Devised origi-

nally for improving emission quantum
yields (QYs) and QD stability,1 core/shell
approaches have evolved to allow for ma-
nipulating carrier recombination dynamics
and band gap energies2,3 and even the
strength and sign of exciton�exciton inter-
action.4,5 Compared to core-only or thin-
shell (“standard”) nanocrystals, QDs with
very thick shells (in the case of CdSe/CdS
often referred to as “giant” QDs or g-QDs6)
exhibit a number of novel and useful prop-
erties, such as nearly blinking-free single-
QD emission, suppressed Auger recombi-
nation,7 and a large effective Stokes shift
between photoluminescence (PL) and the
onset of strong optical absorption. To date,
it has been demonstrated that these char-
acteristics can be exploited to allow superior

performance in a range of applications,
including in subdiffraction-limit imaging,8

in three-dimensional optical tracking,9 and
most recently in luminescent solar con-
centrators.10

This material combination also provides
unique opportunities for manipulating car-
rier dynamics through structural control.
The optical absorption at high energies of
CdSe/CdS QDswith very thick shells,6 and in
the related CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals
as well,11 is dominated by shell-based states.
Further, the quasi-type II energy structure,
with a small energy offset between the core
and shell conduction bands, means that
while band-edge electrons remain delocal-
ized throughout the entire nanocrystal,
band-edge holes are localized only in the
CdSe core.7,12,13 Intriguingly, the rate of re-
laxation of holes from CdS- to CdSe-based
states is strongly influenced by the structure
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ABSTRACT The unique optical properties exhibited by visible

emitting core/shell quantum dots with especially thick shells are the

focus of widespread study, but have yet to be realized in infrared

(IR)-active nanostructures. We apply an effective-mass model to

identify PbSe/CdSe core/shell quantum dots as a promising system

for achieving this goal. We then synthesize colloidal PbSe/CdSe

quantum dots with shell thicknesses of up to 4 nm that exhibit

unusually slow hole intraband relaxation from shell to core states, as evidenced by the emergence of dual emission, i.e., IR photoluminescence from the

PbSe core observed simultaneously with visible emission from the CdSe shell. In addition to the large shell thickness, the development of slowed intraband

relaxation is facilitated by the existence of a sharp core�shell interface without discernible alloying. Growth of thick shells without interfacial alloying or

incidental formation of homogeneous CdSe nanocrystals was accomplished using insights attained via a systematic study of the dynamics of the cation-

exchange synthesis of both PbSe/CdSe and the related system PbS/CdS. Finally, we show that the efficiency of the visible photoluminescence can be greatly

enhanced by inorganic passivation.
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of the core/shell interface. This can most clearly be
seen in the contrasting properties of g-QD-like CdSe/
CdS QDs featuring an intentionally alloyed interface14

and those of so-called “dot-in-bulk” (DiB) nanocrystals,
in which the interface features a selective energetic
barrier in the valence band associated with a thin zinc-
blende CdS layer separating the zinc-blende CdSe core
from the thick wurtzite CdS shell.15 Because of this
barrier, relaxation of “hot” holes from the shell to the
core in DiB nanocrystals is dramatically slowed, to the
point at which radiative recombination fromhigh-lying
shell-based states becomes competitive. The definitive
evidence of this effect is two-color (or dual) emission
under both low-intensity optical and electrical
excitation,16 which is evidence of a greatly reduced
rate of cooling for shell-localized “hot” holes. On the
other hand, the insertion of a CdSeS alloy layer at the
interface of QDs with equally thick shells reduces this
barrier, restoring fast intraband hole relaxation to the
core and eliminating hot emission.
Much less explored is the utilization of these thick-

shell motifs in the infrared (IR), which would have
uniquely important technological benefits. For in-
stance, suppressing Auger recombination could im-
prove the performance of devices based on IR QDs,
such as light-emitting diodes17,18 or solar cells19�22

(particularly when using concentrated sunlight23). At
the same time, near-IR-emitting QDs with large Stokes
shifts could enable luminescent solar concentrators
capable of harvesting a larger fraction of the solar spec-
trum than those based on visible-emitting QDs.10 The
realization of slow carrier cooling in IR QDs may also
give rise to additional opportunities. As fluorophores,
dual-emitting QDs in which at least one of the colors is
in the IR would potentially enable entirely new con-
cepts in optical communications, nanoscale light
sources, and biolabeling. A recent phenomenological
model24 also suggests that slowing carrier cooling is a
viable approach to improving the efficiency of “carrier
multiplication” (CM), a process that can boost the effi-
ciency of solar cells based on IR QDs by producing
additional current from high-energy photons.23,25

While identifying potential avenues toward the rea-
lization of this phenomenon in an IR QD, our focus
naturally turned to the lead chalcogenides, and PbSe in
particular, as a starting point. PbSe QDs offer efficient
and widely tunable IR emission26�28 and are amenable
to cation exchange by treatment with Cd2þ ions to
produce very stable PbSe/CdSe core/shell QDs with
efficient IR PL.29 Similar to the CdSe/CdS QDs discussed
above, PbSe/CdSe QDs have been described as featur-
ing a quasi-type II energy structure, with a small energy
offset between the core and shell conduction bands
and a much larger offset between respective valence
bands (nearly equal to the band gap difference be-
tween CdSe and PbSe).29,30 While earlier works on
PbSe/CdSe QDs30�33 have not reported dual emission,

more recent studies of CM in these structures have
indicated a dramatic increase in the multiexciton yield
at large shell thicknesses, which was accompanied by
the development of a shell-related PL band34 consis-
tent with slowed cooling of shell-localized holes.
Motivated by these initial results, here, we per-

formed numerical modeling of electronic states in
PbSe/CdSe QDs. This theoretical analysis revealed
two key features emerging at large shell thicknesses
that could potentially lead to slow hole cooling: (1) a
vanishingly small spatial overlap between shell-based
higher-energy hole states and low-lying core-based
levels and (2) a sizable energetic gap separating a
dense quasi-continuum of shell-based hole states from
sparse core-localized levels. Calculations further sug-
gested that these attributes require a sharp boundary
at the core/shell interface. With the goal of realizing the
desired shell thickness experimentally, we then con-
ducted a systematic experimental study of the cation-
exhange synthesis of both PbSe/CdSe and PbS/CdS
QDs, complemented by a quantitative analysis of shell-
growth dynamics. This exercise produced important
guidelines for the creation of shell thicknesses of up to
4 nm without the formation of homogeneous CdSe
(or CdS) nanocrystals and with retention of abrupt core/
shell interfaces. As predicted by the modeling, we find
that at shell thicknesses above 1.5 nm a second emis-
sion channel at visible energies indeed emerges, which
can be attributed to recombination involving high-
lying shell-based hole states. We also demonstrate
that inorganic passivation through ZnS-shell growth
greatly enhances this visible emission, which further
supports that it arises from states within the QD band
structure rather than from surface traps, as observed in
previous reports of PbS/CdS QDs.35

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To calculate electronic states in PbSe/CdSe QDs, we
apply an effective-mass formalism implemented using
a mesh-based method of solving the radial Schrödin-
ger equation. This is done via discretization of the
radial coordinate on the mesh, which transforms the
Schrödinger equation into a generalized matrix eigen-
value problem. We have found that this approach is
surprisingly fast in terms of computational time and free
of numerical instabilities. To account for the complexity
of the PbSe/CdSe interface arising from the difference in
the positions of band minima within the Brillouin zone,
we have used transfer-matrix-based boundary condi-
tionswithmatrix elements derived fromthe comparison
between the calculated and the measured energies of
the band-edge transition for a series of PbSe/CdSe QD
samples (see “Theoretical methods” in the Supporting
Information for details of our calculations).
In Figure 1, we model electronic states in QDs with

a total radius R = 4 nm as a function of CdSe shell
thickness, H. The calculations show that the energies of
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the first few electron levels are very similar and vary
only weakly with H (Figure 1a), in stark contrast to the
behavior of the hole states, which quickly shift up in
energy. Important differences are also seen in the
localization of electron and hole states. As expected
for a quasi-type II QD, electron states remain delocal-
ized over the entire QD regardless of H. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 1b, the core localization
probability of the four lowest hole states changes
dramatically with H, with the higher-lying states ex-
pelled from the core one-by-one as shell thickness
increases. For H > 2 nm, only two widely separated

levels, 1Sh and 1Ph, remain in the core, while the others
contribute to a dense quasi-continuum of states above
the CdSe band edge (Figure 1a). The combination of
both energetic and spatial separation between this
collection of largely shell-localized hole states and the
lower-lying core-based states (see spatial distributions
of the 1Sh and 2Sh wave functions for H = R/2; inset of
Figure 1b) can be expected to facilitate the reduction in
the rate of phonon-mediated cooling necessary for
activating a high-energy emission channel.
This analysis suggests that dual emission is not

typically seen in PbSe/CdSe QDs because it requires
very thick shells that have proven unattainable via

cation exchange performed atmoderate temperatures
(e100 �C). While it has been shown that the extent of
cation exchange is temperature dependent,29 use of
even higher reaction temperatures carries potential
complications. The band structures calculated above
rely on an abrupt core/shell interface; in fact, further
calculations show that, just as in CdSe/CdS QDs, struc-
tures featuring an interfacial alloy layer (in this case, a
Pb1�xCdxSe layer between the PbSe core and CdSe
shell) will likely not exhibit slow intraband hole relaxa-
tion (see Supporting Figure S2). For CdSe shells grown
at low temperatures (<100 �C) no clear evidence of
such an alloy has ever been reported.29,32,33 In bulk
films, however, the solubility of CdSe in PbSe increases
with temperature,36 an effect that could be exacer-
bated in nanocrystals due to their ability to accommo-
date strain; thus, some degree of alloying can poten-
tially occur at the high temperatures necessary to
achieve thicker shells. This suggests that while the
sparser distribution of hole states seen in PbSe/CdSe
QDs with an abrupt interface can be expected to
lead to slow phonon-mediated hole cooling,37 po-
tentially allowing dual emission and/or enhanced
CM,34 even the introduction of a thin intermediate
alloy layer will likely result in typically fast intraband
relaxation.38

Accordingly, pursuant to our attempts to create
PbSe/CdSe QDs with thick CdSe shells, we sought to
establish experimentally the relationship between ion-
exchange temperature and achievable shell thickness.
Previous studies of ion exchange in PbSe/CdSe struc-
tures depict this process in terms of the temperature-
dependent formation of vacancies or vacancy�
interstitial pairs.31 To probe the dynamics of this
process, we performed temperature-controlled Cd ex-
change on PbSe QDs of total radius R = 3.5, 4.1, 4.8, and
6.6 nm.29 The exchange was initiated by adding excess
Cd-oleate to purified PbSe QDs at room temperature
and then heating sequentially to 100, 130, 150, and
finally 200 �C. Shell growth was monitored by a com-
bination of transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
Figure 2a and Supporting Figures S16�S20), PL spec-
troscopy (Figure 2b), and elemental analysis by induc-
tively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy

Figure 1. Calculated dependence of band structure param-
eters of PbSe/CdSe QDs on shell thickness, H, for QDs of
total radius 4 nm. (a) H-dependence of the energy (relative
to the bulk conduction band minimum) of the lowest-
lying electron (dashed lines) and hole (solid) states. (b)
H-dependence of the core localization probability for the
lowest-lying hole states; inset depicts the calculated mod-
ulus squared of the radial wave functions of 1Se, 1Sh, and
2Sh states (H = R/2), highlighting the different localizations
exhibited by each state, with green and red arrows repre-
senting the recombination pathway for visible and IR PL,
respectively. (c) H-dependence of the energies of several
transitions potentially contributing to QD absorption and/
or PL; symbols are extracted peak positions from IR absorp-
tion (solid symbols; see Supporting Figure S6 for complete
spectra), IR PL (open diamonds), and visible PL (open
triangles) spectra of sequential shell thicknesses during
cation exchange of 4 nm QDs performed at 130 �C.
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(ICP-OES, Supporting Table S1) performed on aliquots
during reaction.
We observed that at each reaction temperature a

“saturation” shell thickness is reached after∼16 to 24 h
of reaction (Figure 2b,c). In control experiments with
smaller QDs (R < 2.5 nm) complete conversion was
observed at or above 180 �C,32 while prolonged heating
(>4h) at 200 �Cof biggerQDs led to the formationof very
small, homogeneous CdSe nanoparticles (Supporting
Figure S20) through delamination of the shell from the
core in amanner similar to that observed during vacuum
annealing of PbSe/CdSe QDs.39

The observed saturation behavior is consistent with
the earlier proposed model of vacancy-assisted ion
exchange.31 Given that the vacancy formation enthal-
py in bulk CdSe40 is significantly higher than that in
PbSe,41 it is reasonable to assume that exchange at any
temperature will be limited by the generation of
vacancies in the CdSe through which the exchanged
ions diffuse. While the vacancy generation rate (per
unit volume) should be higher in these nanoparticles
than in the bulk, it should decrease as the CdSe shell
gets thicker, because the vacancy formation energy
(∼3 eV in bulk CdSe)40 scales with the material melting
point,42 which in turn scales with particle (or domain)
size.43 Thus, at constant temperature, diffusion through
an increasingly thick CdSe shell would be expected to
get slower and slower until net replacement seems to
essentially stop, at which point a saturation shell thick-
ness is reached. Increasing the temperature boosts
the vacancy generation rate, allowing diffusion over a
longer core-to-surface distance and reactivating the
replacement process.
To consider the empirical energetics of the process,

we describe the ion exchange reaction with the follow-
ing equation:

Cd-oleate(sol) þ PbSe(s) f CdSe(s) þ Pb-oleate(sol) (1)

By considering saturation to represent an effective
reaction equilibrium, we can estimate the energy, ΔE,

involved in a single ion replacement by evaluating the
following expression:

ΔG ¼ 0 ¼ ΔE

kB
þ T ln(γoNo

Pb) � T ln(γiNi
Pb)

þ T ln(γiNi
Cd) � T ln(γoNo

Cd) (2)

where N represents the number of Pb (subscript Pb)
and Cd (subscript Cd) ions inside (superscript i) or
outside (superscript o) of the QD for a given tempera-
ture at saturation, and γ is the respective activity
coefficient. Rearranging this expression with some
simplifying approximations based on our conditions
(see Supporting Information for details), we arrive at
the following relationship between the QD geometri-
cal parameters (total radius, R, and core radius, r) and
the reaction temperature:

ln
(R3 � r3)2

r3
¼ C � ΔE

kBT
(3)

A plot of the left-hand side of eq 3 at each saturation
point vs �1/T yields a line with a slope of ΔE/kB
(Supporting Figure S4). The average value of this en-
ergy for all studied PbSe/CdSe QD samples is 0.44 (
0.06 eV, with no notable size dependence, which is
similar to that found for PbS/CdS cation exchange
(ΔE = 0.52 eV, Supporting Figure S11). The derived
value of ΔE is significantly smaller than the vacancy
formation energy for bulk CdSe,40 which is consistent
with expectations for nanosized shells of CdSe with a
relatively high surface-to-volume ratio. In addition, the
surface geometry of these quasi-spherical QDs, which
comprises numerous relatively small faces and a rela-
tively high density of edges compared to, for example,
cube-shaped QDs,31 can produce further deviation
from the bulk energy prediction. As vacancy formation
energy can vary for different crystal faces of the same
lattice,44 it can be expected that ion exchange will
be especially favorable at specific sites distributed
across the QD surfaces. The result would be an even
lower average energy of exchange and a preservation

Figure 2. (a) TEM image of PbSe/CdSe QDs with 2.7 nm core radius and 1.3 nm shell thickness after 24 h reaction time at
100 �C. Inset is a high-resolution imageof the sameQDs (scale bar is 5 nm), showing adistinct (“sharp”) core/shell interface. (b)
Temporal evolution of PL wavelength peak of PbSe/CdSe QDs (total radius R = 4.1 nm) during cation exchange at several
temperatures sequentially (red line shows the exponential fit according to our kinetic model). (c) Temperature-dependent
CdSe saturation shell thickness (by TEM) for the PbSe/CdSeQDswith R= 3.5 nm (black), 4.1 nm (red), 4.8 nm (blue), and 6.6 nm
(green). Solid lines show fits according to our thermodynamic model (see Supporting Information for details).
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(on average) of the quasi-spherical shape in the shrink-
ing PbSe core (see Supporting Figures S17�S19).
Although saturation thicknesses in PbSe- and PbS-

based QDs are similar, they are reached much more
quickly at any given temperature in the sulfide case. To
analyze the kinetics of this process, we use a saturation-
based model that assumes exchange occurs at only a
fixed number of possible replacement sites at a given
temperature (potentially due to limits of ion diffusion,
as described above), which are “consumed” according
to a first-order reaction rate constant. From above, the
number of potential cation-exchange sites available at
a given temperature is NCd

i . If we follow the progress of
reaction in terms of the number, N, of actually ex-
changed sites at any given time before saturation is
reached, we can use the following expression for the
rate of reaction, rrxn, to derive a rate constant, k:

rrxn ¼ dN
dt

¼ k(Ni
Cd � N) (4)

or

ln(Ni
Cd � N) ¼ �ktþ const (5)

For any temperature, NCd
i is simply the volume of the

CdSe shell at “saturation”multiplied by the number of
cations per unit volume (according to the crystal
structure). We can derive N at any given time from
the shell thickness of a reaction aliquot, which was
inferred from the peak energy of the IR PL (see corre-
lation between spectroscopic and other methods for
shell-thickness determination in Supporting Figure S3).
By plotting ln(NCd

i � N) as a function of reaction time, t,
at a given temperature, we can extract a reaction rate
constant from the slope of the linear fit. In this way, we
derive apparently temperature-independent rate con-
stants of 0.20 ( 0.02 h�1 for the selenide system
(Supporting Figure S5) and 0.28 ( 0.02 h�1 for the
sulfide (Supporting Figure S12). While the lack of
dependence on temperature of these rates seems
counterintuitive, we believe that it arises because our
rate constants are expressed in terms of a fixed number
of exchange sites, Ne, which already captures tempera-
ture-dependent changes in diffusion rates. The differ-
ence in rates between the sulfide and selenide systems,
which is the reverse of their vacancy formation en-
ergies for parental bulk semiconductors, might be
explained by the metastability of zinc-blende CdS45

that could result in undetectable polytypism, lead-
ing to either high defect concentrations (including
vacancies) or a greater degree of Cd diffusion via

interstitial sites, such as has been noted in CdS thin
films studied under Cd-rich conditions.46

The temperature-dependent studies above yield im-
portant conclusions to guide our attempts to achieve
QDs with discernible shell-based emission. First, shell
thicknesses of interest (H > 2 nm) can be achieved at
reaction temperatures only moderately higher than

used previously,29 in this case 130�150 �C, as long as
the initial PbSe QDs are of radius g4 nm. Second,
consistent with all previous reports of cation exchange
at lower temperatures, no evidence of alloying be-
tween core and shell is seen in any sample, although
the very similar lattice parameter of the two cubic
domains (Δa = 1.1%) greatly reduces the chance of
directly observing signatures of alloy-induced strain
relaxation such as has been probed using Raman
spectroscopy in other systems.47 High-resolution TEM
images of all samples contain numerous QDs in which
an abrupt demarcation between core and shell lattices
is clearly observed (Supporting Figures S16�S20). In-
deed, at the highest temperatures (200 �C), far from
alloying, the CdSe and PbSe domains began to physi-
cally separate, producing very small CdSe nanocrystals
(Supporting Figure S20), suggesting a strong resistance
to alloying in nanoscale combinations of thesematerials.
This is perhaps due to the incompatibility between the
different coordination numbers found in the rock-salt
(six) and zinc-blende (four) structures of PbSe and CdSe
domains, respectively.
Accordingly, we focused our efforts on thick-shell

QDs of R = 4 nm produced by cation exchange carried
out at 130 �C. Figure 3 shows the evolution of key
optical characteristics during formation of sequentially
thicker shells during a single continuous reaction. As
the shell thickness increases, peaks corresponding to
distinct excitonic transitions in the QD absorption spec-
tra (Figure 3a) blue-shift, in excellent agreementwith the
predictions of our model (Figure 1c; solid symbols), but
also become progressively broader and weaker, as ex-
pected for a transition to a quasi-type-II localization
regime. As previously observed, growth of a CdSe shell
results in a dramatic increase in IR PL quantum yield29

and a lengthening of IR PL lifetime48 (Figure 3b,d and
SupportingTable S2),which is also consistentwithquasi-
type-II localization. Similar trends are observed during
growth of PbS/CdS QDs (Supporting Figures S13, S14).
AtH>1.5 nm,we typically observe the emergence of

visible emission. Initially, at smaller shell thicknesses,
excitation at 400 nmproduces aweak, broad band that
peaks at ∼500 nm (Figure 3c). As shell growth con-
tinues, this feature red-shifts and narrows until it
reaches ∼650�680 nm at H = 2.5 nm, and the visible
PL QY increases by a factor of more than 20 to ∼0.1%.
The apparent size dependence of the PL energy for
QDs with thicker shells, which remains higher than the
bulk band gap of CdSe (1.75 eV), suggests the involve-
ment of quantum-confined states within the QD band
structure. At the same time, the dependence of the
visible PL QY on shell thickness supports the assertion
that radiative recombination competes with intraband
hole cooling, which as our model predicts, gets pro-
gressively slower as the shell gets thicker.
To further support this assignment, we conducted

preliminary experiments in inorganic passivation to
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discern its effect on the efficiency of the visible emis-
sion. We find that even nonoptimized growth of a
very thin (not fully discernible via TEM, Supporting
Figure S22) shell of either ZnS (Figure 4) or CdS resulted
in an up to 4-fold enhancement of the visible PL QY,
further demonstrating that the hot emission from the
CdSe shell is not surface trap-mediated.
Visible emission is also observed from PbS/CdS QDs

when shell thickness exceeds 1.5 nm, starting as a
broad,weak feature spanning∼400�600nm (Supporting
Figure S15). In contrast to the PbSe/CdSe emission, a
significant portion of the PbS/CdS PL spectrum ex-
tends into the spectral region below the CdS band
gap, suggesting the involvement of intragap defects.
This is similar to the trap-mediated emission seen
in CdS QDs49 and in a previous report on PbS/CdS
core/shell QDs.35

Our effective-mass calculations of the PbSe/CdSe
QD band structure as a function of H (Figure 1c) help
identify the origin of the visible emission feature. As
expected, the energies of the IR PL (open diamonds) at
each shell thickness match the calculated value for the
1Se�1Sh transition energy (solid black line). The energy
of the visible PL band (open triangles) for QDs with
shell thicknesses between 2.2 and 2.7 nm is near the
energies of three closely spaced transitions, 1Se�2Sh,
1Se�1Dh, and 1Se�2Ph (dark blue, green and purple
lines, respectively); however, because of optical selec-
tion rules, the dominant contribution is likely from the
first one (1Se�2Sh), which involves states of the same

symmetry. Importantly, as shown in the inset of
Figure 1b, in thick-shell PbSe/CdSe QDs, the 2Sh hole
wave function resides primarily in the shell. The re-
duced overlap between this wave function and that of
the core-based band-edge hole state (1Sh), combined
with the large energy gap between the shell and the
core levels, leads to suppressed hole cooling and, as a
result, a considerable increase in the intensity of shell
emission in the visible originating from radiative re-
combination of “unrelaxed” shell-localized holes.
Using our model we can also assign some inter-

mediate transitions located between the energies of IR
and visible emission bands. Specifically, in absorption
spectra of thinner-shell samples (Supporting Figure S6)
in addition to the band-edge peak (solid squares in

Figure 3. (a) Absorption spectra of the PbSe/CdSe core/shell QDs (R = 4.0 nm)with shell thickness,H, varying from0 (black) to
2.5 nm (magenta). (b) Corresponding IR photoluminescence (PL) spectra showing core-based emission; QYs increase with H,
for this series up to QY = 6%. (c) Relative visible PL spectra from the sameQDs; red and blue traces are scaled vertically by the
indicated factor, with a PL QY for H = 2.5 (magenta) of 0.1%; the dashed line represents the bulk band gap of CdSe. (d) IR PL
decay traces of PbSe/CdSe core�shell QDs of varying H.

Figure 4. Growth of a very thin (<0.3 nm) ZnS shell on a
PbSe/CdSe QD (r = 3.5 nm, H = 2.0 nm) strongly enhances
visible PL QY.
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Figure 1c) we can also resolve two higher-energy
features (red and magenta symbols in Figure 1c). The
second feature is close to our calculations for the
1Pe�1Sh transition, which is nominally parity forbid-
den but is also observed in core-only PbSe and PbS
QDs.50 On the basis of our calculations, the third
absorption feature is likely due to a parity-allowed
1Pe�1Ph transition.
The close correspondence between calculated and

measured energies of optical transitions observed in
both PL and absorption spectra provides strong cor-
roboration of our model. Although our selection of
boundary conditions was based solely on the size
dependence of the experimentally determined energy
for the lowest 1Se�1Sh feature, it allows accurate
prediction of the visible emission wavelength as well
as the energies of higher-lying transitions involving not
only ground but also excited electronic states.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the uniquely advanta-
geous optical characteristics of the widely studied
visible-emitting thick-shell QDs can be extended into
the IR using thick-shell PbSe/CdSe and PbS/CdS core/
shell QDs. With the guidance of a systematic study of
the dynamics of the cation-exchange synthesis route,
we were able to identify conditions for the preparation

of QDs with shells up to 4 nm thick (ca. 13 CdSe
monolayers) without discernible core�shell interfacial
alloying or formation of homogeneous CdSe (CdS)
particles. Consistent with the results of effective-mass
calculations that predict a sizable energetic gap be-
tween the core- and the shell-based valence-band
levels, these QDs exhibit markedly suppressed relaxa-
tion of holes from the core to the shell states. This is
manifested in dual-band PL with visible and IR bands,
both of which are size-tunable. Finally, the visible PLQY
can be greatly improved by growth of even a very thin
passivating layer of ZnS or CdS. These nanohetero-
structures are an example of a unique class of tunable,
dual-emitting, dispersible fluorophores that may be
useful for unique types of labeling and PLmicroscopy,
especially when the IR emission falls within the tissue
transparency optical window. This type of structure-
based control over carrier relaxation may also prove
useful for “hot-carrier” photovoltaics or for improving
the efficiencies of desirable processes that compete
with cooling, such as CM. Indeed, while the above-
described QDs have demonstrated enhanced CM
efficiency relative to standard core-only PbSe QDs,34

the potential generalization of these concepts may
even allow efficient CM to be induced in heterostruc-
tures combining as-of-yet nominally non-CM-active
materials.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
General Considerations. Oleic acid (OA, technical grade 90%),

lead(II) oxide (99.999%), cadmiumoxide (99.998%), and selenium
shot (99.999%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar; 1-octadecene
(ODE, technical grade 90%), bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide (95%), cad-
mium cyclohexanebutyrate (24% Cd), bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide
(TMS2S, 95%), oleylamine (80�90%), and sulfur (99.5%) were
purchased from Acros Organics; tributylphosphine (97%) was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; trioctylphosphine (TOP, 97%)
and diisobutylphosphine (97%) were purchased from Strem.
Trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe) solutions were prepared
by heating the appropriate amounts of selenium shot and TOP
at 100 �C with stirring until a clear solution was obtained. All
syntheses and purifications were performed under air-free
conditions using a combination of Schlenk-line and glovebox
techniques.

Synthesis of Pristine R = 4.8 nm PbSe QDs. Pb-oleate precursor
was prepared by heating a solution containing 0.892 g of PbO,
4mLofOA, and 16mLofODE to120 �Cunder vacuum for 30min.
Then the solution was purged with argon and heated to 180 �C.
A syringe containing 50 μL of diisobutylphosphine and 1 mL of
2M TOPSewas rapidly injected. The solutionwas then cooled to
160 �C for 8 min. To collect and purify the QDs, excess ethanol
was added to the solution to precipitate QDs, and the precipi-
tate was redissolved in toluene.

Pristine R= 3.5, 4.0, 4.1, and 6.6 nm PbSeQDswere prepared
in a similar way except with a reaction time at 160 �C of 2, 4, 5,
and 30 min, respectively.

Synthesis of Pristine R = 3.7 nm PbS QDs. Pb-oleate precursor was
prepared by heating a solution containing 0.892 g of PbO, 4 mL
of OA, and 16 mL of ODE to 120 �C under vacuum for half an
hour. Then the solution was purged with argon and heated to
220 �C. A syringe containing 50 μL of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide
and 1mLof 2MTOPSwas rapidly injected. The solutionwas then
cooled to 180 �C for 5min. Finally, the reaction was quenched by

removing from heat, and the QDs were collected and purified as
described above.

CdSe or CdS Shell Growth. A three-neck flask containing 1.28 g
of CdO, 10mL of OA, and 10mL of ODEwas heated to 260 �C for
30 min to form a clear solution. Then the solution was placed
under vacuum at 120 �C for 1 h to remove water. A PbSe or PbS
QD solution in toluene was then added to the Cd-oleate
solution at room temperature, and the toluene was sub-
sequently removed under vacuum. Cation exchange was per-
formed at 130 �C for 18 h to achieve a 2.5 nm thick shell.
Reaction progress was monitored by determining the shell
thickness of QDs in small aliquots taken periodically. After the
desired shell thicknesswas reached, theQDswere collected and
purified as described above.

ZnS Shell Growth on PbSe/CdSe QDs. Zn precursor solution (0.1M)
was prepared by dissolving 1 mmol of zinc acetate in 10 mL of
OLA. Sulfur precursor (0.05 M) was prepared by mixing 0.1 mL
of TMS2S in 9.5 mL of OLA. A solution containing purified PbSe/
CdSe QDs was loaded into a three-neck flask containing 1mL of
OLA, 4 mL of ODE, and 0.1 mL each of the Cd and S precursor
solutions. The mixture was heated to 100 �C in a vacuum to
remove the QD solvent. The reaction was then carried out at
130 �C for 1 h, and the QDs collected and purified as described
above.

Characterization of QDs. Transmission electron microscope
(TEM) and high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) images were taken
using a JEOL 2010 TEM on drop-cast samples on carbon-coated
copper grids. Absorption spectra weremeasured by a PerkinElmer
Lambda 950 spectrophotometer. Visible PL spectrawere recorded
using a Horiba Scientific FluoroMax-4 spectrofluorometer
using 400 nm excitation. Infrared PL spectra were taken using
a home-built setup: excitation was provided by an 808 nm
laser, and emission was analyzed using a grating monochro-
mator and an LN2-chilled InSb detector. The photolumines-
cence quantum yields were determined relative to LDS-698
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reference dye (inmethanol, QY = 0.41) for visible PL and to IR-26
(in 1,2-dicholorethane, QY = 0.0005) for IR PL. Pb:Cd ratios were
determined by elemental analysis using a Shimadzu ICPE-9000
ICP-OES.
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